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1.   Second screen service using  
video watermarks

With the explosive growth of mobile devices such 
as smartphones and tablets in recent years, services 
that present information related to television (TV) 
programs, commercials, events, and digital signage 
that can be retrieved from videos are becoming more 
and more well known.

In particular, expectations for a second screen ser-
vice or multi-screen service have been growing, and 
extensive trials are being carried out. This type of 
service typically treats a TV and a mobile device as a 
first and second screen, respectively, with service 
being provided by linking information from both 
screens.

In our trials, applications installed on smartphones 
automatically recognized the sounds or images of a 
TV program or commercial being broadcast. That 
information can then be applied to direct users 
towards social networking services and retailers, or to 
give reward points and coupons to users depending 
on the service.

The difference between these services and existing 

technology is that broadcasters can be actively 
involved in the consumer’s experience and can pro-
vide a new and engaging style of watching TV with 
mobile phone in hand.

These services use automatic content recognition 
(ACR) technology*�.

An example of a second screen service using video 
watermarking technology is shown in Fig. 1.

In the remainder of this article we explain typical 
methods and application examples of ACR technolo-
gy and introduce an overview and use cases of the 
mobile video watermarking technology that has been 
researched and developed by NTT Media Intelligence 
Laboratories.

2.   ACR technology

ACR technology can be classified by method into 
four categories as follows:
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*� ACR Technology: we define this term as technology that auto-
matically recognizes and identifies published visual media (e.g., 
TV programs and commercials).
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(�)  Fingerprints: a recognition and identification 
technique that matches a query signal with fea-
tures extracted from content (called fingerprints) 
that are registered to a database in advance. The 
robust media search technology [�] developed 
by NTT Communication Science Laboratories 
is an example of this method.

(�)  Digital watermarking: a technique by which 
information such as an identification (ID) tag is 
embedded in content by making otherwise neg-
ligible changes that are subject to recognition 
and identification at a later point. Our mobile 
video watermarking technology is an example 
of this.

(3)  Visible codes: a technique that presents the ID in 
the form of a QR (quick response) code or bar 
code that can be clearly perceived in the con-
tent.

(4)  Metadata: a technique that imparts information 
in conjunction with the content in a way that a 
computer can understand. The hybrid cast tech-
nique falls into this category.

There are advantages and disadvantages to each 
method. For example, the fingerprint technique is 
advantageous in that it does not modify the original 
content, but content features must be registered in 
advance for successful recognition. 

The digital watermarking technique can distinguish 
the same content in different settings (such as TV 
channels) by embedding different information in 
each setting. However, it requires preprocessing the 

original content prior to broadcasting.
These methods have diverse functionality, and con-

sequently, the most effective service may be provided 
by combining several techniques simultaneously. 

3.   Mobile video watermarking technology

The mobile video watermarking technology devel-
oped by NTT Media Intelligence Laboratories is a 
digital watermarking technology for video content 
that is capable of high-speed detection by cell phones 
and smartphones. The primary focus of our research 
has been to develop inter-media synchronization 
tools for mobile devices. Simply by directing the 
camera of a mobile device installed with the detection 
application to video content with embedded water-
marks, the user can rapidly obtain the watermark ID 
and can access related information.

This technology uses a high-speed quadrilateral 
tracking side trace algorithm [�] to detect the video 
area from camera images (resulting in the embedded 
digital watermark partially consisting of a thin frame 
that surrounds the image area). Then, it detects the 
watermark at any time point using the single-fre-
quency plane spread spectrum technique [3], which is 
resistant to variance in synchronization time.

An overview of the features and technology of the 
mobile video watermarking technology is shown in 
Fig. 2.

In our current implementation, we can embed a �9-
bit-wide ID number as watermark information. This 
enables us to categorize and identify content in 
approximately 500 million ways. In addition, this 
provides a reliable quantitative guarantee that the ID 
false positive rate is below a reasonable probability.

The nature of this technique means that slight 
changes are inevitably made to the original content. 
However, the degradation of image quality is so neg-
ligible that it does not affect content viewing. In addi-
tion, it has a very high watermark detection speed. 
Successful identification typically occurs within one 
second after the camera is directed at the video, so we 
can provide a high level of convenience to the user.

4.   Demonstration experiment using 
real-world TV broadcast

In order to provide second screen services based on 
commercials and TV programs, we first must verify 
the digital watermark detection performance in a real 
world broadcast environment. In addition, this allows 
us to verify the ease of usability of our tool by the 

Fig. 1.    Second screen services using digital 
watermarking technology.
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customer. We conducted a demonstration experiment 
using a real world television broadcasting network in 
December �0�� that showed the feasibility of our 
technology as an ACR technique.

The subject of our experiment was the general audi-
ence of the Mie Television Broadcasting Co., Ltd. We 
broadcast watermark-embedded video in a TV shop-
ping program produced and delivered by Oak Lawn 
Marketing, Inc. By detecting embedded watermarks 
using a smartphone application, viewers of the TV 
program were able to go directly to the appropriate 
product purchase site. To our knowledge, this was the 
first experiment of its type using digital watermark-
ing for video in a real TV broadcasting environment 
in Japan.

During the experiment, we released an Android 
application for detecting watermarks on the Google 
Play*� marketplace, so that anyone with a compatible 
device could participate in the experiment. By send-
ing operation logs of the application to the server, we 
were able to aggregate and analyze the detection suc-
cess rate and the time required for detection.

The flow of this experiment is shown in Fig. 3. We 
verified through this experiment that for TV program 
videos provided via terrestrial digital broadcasting, 
watermark detection was possible with a success rate 
in excess of 90% with commercial smartphones, even 
from a distance equivalent to four to six times the 
height of the TV screen*3. Thus, we have confirmed 

that our technology can detect the watermark in a 
variety of receivers and viewing environments in gen-
eral households without significant problems.

In addition, we were able to detect the watermark 
from recorded videos and test videos uploaded to 
YouTube, as well as the initial broadcast source with 
no problem.

On average, it took �.7 seconds to detect water-
marks using our technology. Previous studies indicate 
that users will wait between � and 8 seconds; we 
therefore confirmed that our technology meets this 
rapid identification requirement. In addition, we con-
firmed that general users were able to operate our 
application easily.

We also interviewed several users about their expe-
rience with the application and the provided service. 
The interviews concluded that users were highly sat-
isfied in terms of the convenience and efficiency of 
the service, specifically, the ability to purchase prod-
ucts immediately without having to place a call. In 
conclusion, this test has shown that our mobile video 
watermarking technology serves as an effective con-
tact point for new customer acquisition.

*� We have considered only Android smartphones.
*3 The recommended distance at which to watch widescreen TV is 

said to be about three times the height of the TV screen.

Fig. 2.   Mobile video watermarking technology. 
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5.   Video synchronized augmented reality  
technology: Visual SyncAR

Augmented reality (AR) is a technology that cre-
ates an augmented world by superimposing addi-
tional information (e.g., virtual computer graphics, 
text, etc.) onto images and video captured from the 
real world. The use of high-performance camera-
equipped mobile devices such as smartphones has 
significantly increased in recent years, and because of 
this, AR has often been used in attractions such as 
event advertising and product promotion. Frequently, 
existing applications function by identifying two-
dimensional markers or still images, then superim-
posing three-dimensional (3D) computer graphics 
(CG) onto the original image.

Traditional AR technology has not augmented tem-
porally relevant information to reality. Although 
some animated videos have been augmented, they 
have been independent of still images or markers to 
be identified. 

Visual SyncAR (pronounced “visual sinker”), 
developed by NTT Media Intelligence Laboratories, 
is characterized by the ability to superimpose 3D CG 
animations that are synchronized with the timing of 
the video captured by the smartphone camera. This 
technology creates a new content representation that 
is synchronized between the video and CG anima-
tion, in both time and space.

The basis of Visual SyncAR is the mobile video 
watermarking technology described above. By 

embedding timestamps into the video’s digital water-
marks in advance and detecting these watermarks at a 
reliably high speed, it is possible to synchronize the 
video and the CG animation. Also, estimating the 
direction and position of the camera is possible by 
detecting the region of the captured images that con-
tain the watermarked video. This enables us to super-
impose CG content that is spatially synchronized in 
the same manner as traditional AR [6]. The mecha-
nism of Visual SyncAR is shown in Fig. 4.

Visual SyncAR can continuously display the CG 
content in the appropriate screen position even if the 
camera position changes. Moreover, even if the play-
back position is changed by fast forwarding or 
rewinding the video, it can quickly adapt and display 
AR content that is synchronized with the video’s new 
playback position.

Visual SyncAR enables unprecedented video 
expression for mobile devices that jumps out beyond 
the fourth wall*4.

A demonstration of Visual SyncAR is shown in 
Fig. 5. On the tablet screen, we can see that the stairs 
have come out beyond the edge of the tablet, and a 
CG character is dancing in sync with the dancers in 
the original video. The actual demonstration video 
can be viewed on the Diginfo TV website [7].

Visual SyncAR is not limited to only new video 
expressions as in our example; it can be used in a 

Fig. 3.   Flow of demonstration experiment.
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variety of applications. For example:
a)  It can be paired with guide videos of public 

facilities; sign language CG animation for hear-
ing impaired persons or translations for for-
eigners can be displayed in real time.

b)  Supplemental information can be superimposed 
on educational videos.

c)  Stored navigation information can be displayed 
by simply holding a smartphone to the floor 
guide on a digital sign.

These ideas are by no means exhaustive, but they 
showcase the potential and the versatility of Visual 
SyncAR.

Currently, a collaborative trial using Visual SyncAR 
is ongoing in the tourist hub known as Kumamon 
Square with NTT WEST*5, in the Smart HIKARI-
Town Kumamoto project [8]. An image of this trial is 
shown in Fig. 6.

6.   Future development

We have described an overview of the Mobile 
Video Watermarking technology developed by NTT 
Media Intelligence Laboratories and introduced vari-
ous use cases related to second screen services, cul-
minating in Visual SyncAR. NTT IT has started 
marketing this technology under the trade name 
MagicFinder [9]. In the future, we will continue our 
research and development aiming at highly detailed 
service creation.

*5 This trial is planned to run until July �0�4.

Fig. 4.   Mechanism of Visual SyncAR.
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Fig. 5.   Viewing video content using Visual SyncAR.

Fig. 6.   Trial at Kumamon Square using Visual SyncAR.
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